GENERAL RULES
*Every rider, guest, etc. that comes onto the property MUST sign a waiver as provided by LSE which can
be found at: www.symanskyequestrian.com/images/RIDERWAIVER.pdf. If rider is under 18, parent(s)
and rider must both sign
*If damage is done to any equipment, jumps, and/or property, the rider is responsible to pay for repair or
replacement
*PARK TRAILERS IN PARKING LOT. DO NOT PARK NEXT TO INDOOR RING
*Please pick up manure from the ring or parking area
*Please leave jumps as you found them
*Please be mindful of the farm’s horses and riders. If you see horses running, please notify someone on the
property. If sharing the ring with a rider from the farm, please be mindful this is their home base and you
are coming as a guest
*Use of the wash stall is not allowed for ship-ins unless taking a lesson with Lynn
*Rachel Lawson will resolve any scheduling conflicts so be sure to confirm with her 540-570-1494 at least
12 hours in advance for individuals and 24 hours for groups
INDOOR RING USE
Indoor may be used for $20 per horse/rider combination. You may also buy a package of seven indoor uses
and get the 8th one free. Maximum of 2 individual non-boarders/ship-ins riders allowed at one time in the
Indoor arena. Conflicts can be avoided by notifying Rachel Lawson by text (540-570-1494). You must text
Rachel 12 hours in advance of your so farm horses being worked and home based clients can avoid
conflicts of use (http://www.symanskyequestrian.com/handlen-farm/ring-calendar). If there are extenuating
circumstances and these hours do not work for some reason, contact Rachel Lawson to work something out
on an individual basis.
OUTDOOR
Outdoor ring may be used for $15 per horse/rider combination. Maximum of 3 individual riders allowed at
one time in the Outdoor arena for non-exclusive use. All ring users must text/call Rachel Lawson in
advance.
RATES

$20 per horse indoor $15 per horse outdoor
Group package (buy 7, get one free): $140 for indoor; $105 for outdoor
12 hour notice

